
Please give us a chance to make it right and do better !

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP !

Contact Us!
Do NOT return this item.

Fishing Kayak
SP37771GN

USER’S MANUAL

THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

US office: Fontana      UK office: Ipswich      AU office: Truganina

DE office: Hamburg     FR office: Saint Vigor d'Ymonville     PL office: Gdańsk

US:cs.us@costway.com
UK:cs.uk@costway.com
AU:cs.au@costway.com



Before You Start

Please read all instructions carefully.

Retain instructions for future reference.

Separate and count all parts and hardware.

Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled 

near to the area in which they will be placed in use, to avoid 

moving the product unnecessarily once assembled.

Always place the product on a flat, steady and stable surface.

Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product 

away from babies and children as they potentially pose a serious 

choking hazard.
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Product Diagram
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Product Introduction

Excellent fishing boat! 

The sea dog fishing boat is a platform fishing boat with a length 

of 295cm/9.7Ft. While maximizing comfort and stability, the 

designer spared no e�ort to create excellence in performance. 

According to the needs of kayaking fishing, the fishing boat is 

equipped with all "must have" functions. From lakes, rivers, to 

open oceans, for this fishing kayak, there are no boundaries. The 

fishing kayak is equipped with a fishing rod holder, two of which 

are behind the seat, integrated embedded installation, and one is 

installed on the deck in front of the rower. The pole holder 

installed on the deck can be removed, and you can replace it with 

any compatible equipment you like. The fishing kayak is also 

equipped with a dry storage compartment, which can store 

equipment under the deck.

In terms of performance, the fishing boat surpasses most similar 

styles and even longer and larger rowing boats. The whole 

journey is smooth, comfortable and dry. The storage 

compartment behind the cockpit has a lot of storage space for 

dry bags, fishing gear and other necessities. At the same time, 

there is a very practical small storage compartment at the front 

of the fishing boat.

Comfortable and
dexterous backrest

Multi-functional
backrest
Comfortable and 
easy to install.

The standard backrest itself is a commendable innovation. Not 

only can it provide great support for the back and optimize 

the entire stroke, but it is also very simple to assemble. 

Performance is everything
In terms of the importance of design and performance, this is 

a perfect rowing boat. Not only can it bring an exciting 

boating experience, it is also fascinating in itself.
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Features of the fishing boat
−Durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)

−Dry storage bin

−Excellent stroke trajectory and performance

−Drainage system in the footwell and seat

−Multiple pedal positions

−Comfortable backrest

−Integrated storage tank drainage system

−Front and rear handles

−Kettle trough

−Built-in fishing rod holder behind the cockpit

−Deck Base & Deck Fishing Rod Holder

−Deck base, can place GPS, fishing gear and other equipment

Basic Information
Length

Width

Net Weight

Weight Capacity

295cm / 9.7FT

70cm / 2.3FT

22kg/48.5 lbs

125kg/276 lbs


